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ABSTRACT

The training course to approach the profession of surveyor is going to be transformed. The circumstance, in Italy, of the reform of the university by means of the introduction of three years university degree and specialistic masters of biennial duration, has constituted the chance to reconsider the titles that allow the access to the surveyor profession.

The new regulations approved by the Council of Ministers forecast, for the category, two different courses to approach the profession. To the course already previewed from the enforced regulations (school leaving examination, two years of practical training period with a qualified professional or five years of subordinate technical activity and to the end of such periods the overcoming of the State examination), joins in parallel the triennial bachelor and that one founded on the frequency with positive outcome of course of instruction and advanced technical formation lasting at least two years. Also to the end of these two new courses will be necessary to undergo the State examination and adapted training that will be defined, in the ways and the times, by the Consiglio Nazionale Geometri.

The authors illustrate the new course of studies for graduated surveyors let alone the proposal of the Consiglio Nazionale Geometri for the attainment of one specialistic bachelor of expert in the field of the geomatic and geodesy to the aim to occupy a very defined field of the market like sole expert technicians, in harmony with the cycle of studies previewed in the rest of the European countries.
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